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	Rails for Java Developers, 9780977616695 (097761669X), Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
Many Java developers are now looking at Ruby, and the Ruby on Rails web framework. If you are one of them, this book is your guide. Written by experienced developers who love both Java and Ruby, this book will show you, via detailed comparisons and commentary, how to translate your hard-earned Java knowledge and skills into the world of Ruby and Rails.
 If you are a Java programmer, you shouldn't have to start at the very beginning! You already have deep experience with the design issues that inspired Rails, and can use this background to quickly learn Ruby and Rails. But Ruby looks a lot different from Java, and some of those differences support powerful abstractions that Java lacks.  We'll be your guides to this new, but not strange, territory. 

 In each chapter, we build a series of parallel examples to demonstrate some facet of web development. Because the Rails examples sit next to Java examples, you can start this book in the middle, or anywhere else you want. You can use the Java version of the code, plus the analysis, to quickly grok what the Rails version is doing. We have carefully cross-referenced and indexed the book to facilitate jumping around as you need to. 

 Thanks to your background in Java, this one short book can cover a half-dozen books' worth of ideas: 

	Programming Ruby 
	Building MVC (Model/View/Controller) Applications 
	Unit and Functional Testing 
	Security 
	Project Automation 
	Configuration 
	Web Services       
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Multimedia Image and Video Processing, Second Edition (Image Processing Series)CRC Press, 2012


	We have witnessed significant advances in multimedia research and applications due to

	the rapid increase in digital media, computing power, communication speed, and storage

	capacity. Multimedia has become an indispensable aspect in contemporary daily life,

	and we can feel its presence in many applications ranging from online...

		

Microsoft Office Excel 2007: Top 100 Simplified Tips & TricksVisual, 2007
You already know Excel 2007. Now you'd like to go beyond with shortcuts, tricks, and tips that let you work smarter and faster. And because you learn more easily when someone shows you how, this is the book for you. Inside, you'll find clear, illustrated instructions for 100 tasks that reveal cool secrets, teach timesaving tricks, and explain great...

		

Python and AWS CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you intend to use Amazon Web Services (AWS) for remote computing and storage, Python is an ideal programming language for developing applications and controlling your cloud-based infrastructure. This cookbook gets you started with more than two dozen recipes for using Python with AWS, based on the author’s boto library.
...





	

jQuery: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2009
jQuery is a popular JavaScript library that simplifies event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for rapid web development. Many companies are using jQuery including: Amazon, Google, Twitter, Bank of America, BBC, ESPN, CBS News, Digg, Reuters, IBM, Netflix, Dell, Oracle, Slashdot, Tecnorati, and Intuit.

Even casual web designers,...

		

Visual Six Sigma: Making Data Analysis Lean (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Because of its unique visual emphasis, Visual Six Sigma opens the doors for you to take an active role in data-driven decision making, empowering you to leverage your contextual knowledge to pose relevant questions and make sound decisions.


	This book shows you how to leverage dynamic visualization and exploratory data analysis...


		

The Thyroid Sourcebook (5th Edition) (Sourcebooks)McGraw-Hill, 2008
The classic reference guide for  living with thyroid disorder--now completely revised and updated
The New York Times called this book "an excellent source of information." The Thyroid Sourcebook features patient narratives; information on the complications of hypo- and hyperthyroidism, such as...
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